7.3 Institutional Distinctiveness

Vision of Institute- To Groom - Motivated, Environment friendly, Self-esteemed, Creative and Oriented Engineers.

Under the slogan of welfare of masses, institute consistently inspire students and provide the platform for technical skills, ethical and human value development.

With the trust of academic and technical excellence institute motivates and supports students to participate in various national and international events like BAJA, ROBOCON, SUPRA, Smart India Hackathon etc. with consistent participation and evidence of success. It proves distinctiveness of the institution across the nation. It includes learnability, team management, technical skills, presentation skills, project management, and financial management. They also experience their physical strength, healthy computational environment and global standards by participating in globally recognised competitions. The institute not only encourages students to participate but also provide financial support by Earn & Learn Scheme.

Achievements:

Team GYRFALCONS (BAJA Team) secured all over India rank.

i. Won Best Presentation Award
ii. The Winners of Sales Presentation
iii. Standing Tall in Grid Position For Endurance Race
iv. Aethon unleashed in Ultimate Endurance Race one of 20 out of 115 Vehicles which successfully last for 4 Hours strenuous Track

Principal